NEW Zoo Scavenger Hunt

Fill in the blank(s) with the correct answers, which you can find around the zoo.

1. How many years do Bald Eagles live in the wild? __25
2. Is the lion the largest type of cat in the world? NO (it’s the Siberian tiger)
3. A male Aldabra giant tortoise can weigh as much as __700__ pounds.
4. True: the American badger has claws built for digging.
5. Male white-tailed deer use their _antlers_ in sparring matches.
6. True = Ball pythons were once worn as jewelry by rulers in Africa.
7. Do emus use their wings or legs for traveling? ____Legs
8. Are the front or back feet of an African Bullfrog webbed? ____Back
9. Many blue-tongued skinks are taken to be sold into the _pet_ trade.
10. The pronghorn is the only animal in the world with _branched_ horns.
11. Why is a giraffe’s tongue purple? To prevent sunburn.
12. True: The red fox has the largest range of any carnivore in the world.
13. A baby porcupine is known as a _porcupette_.
14. For how many minutes can an African penguin dive under water? __3